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Abstract:
Since the advent of SN 1987A considerable progress haa been made in our understanding
supernova explosions. It is now realized that they are intrinsically multidimensional
due to the various hydrodynamical
explosion. These instabilities

instabilities

in nature

which take place at almost all stages of

not only modify the observable

of

the

from the supernova, but are also

thought to be at the heart of the supernova mechanism itself, in a way which guarantees robust
and self-regulated explosions. In this paper. we review these instabilities placing them into thpir
appropriate

‘ (.;amma

Preprint

context and identifying their role in the genesis of core collapse supernovae.
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1. Introduction

From its beginnings
has been particularity

in the 1960s. the theory of supernova explosions
slow to converge to a generally accepted solution

reviews of early work). For a long time, calculations
explosions and marginally

succesful

appeared

ones dependent

but the connmtion

between

about a radical change in the perception
from the observational
hence significant

departure

The sudden iezdization
instabilities

evidence

the two remained

(see [19] for a summary)
symmetry

that these large departures

to apply hydrodynarnical

failed

to a neutron

star was

elusive. SN 1987A brought

explosions,

for there was no escape

that

extensive

mixing,

and

had to occur early in the explosion.
could only be due to hydrodynamical

early in the explosion combined with increwxl

new incentives

between

on fine tuning of physical parameters.

of supernova

from spherical

(see [7] and [34] fcr

to oscillate

That some massive stars explode was known, that their core collap=
also accepted,

from stellar collapse

computer

capabilities,

codes to multidimensional

studies

provided

of supernova

explosions.
Large scale instabilities

have first been predicted

ing shock a long time prim to the explosion

to occur behind

ical interfaces

corresponding

studies did not address
which artificially
the propagatio~

occurring

behind the outward

to the different burning

the explosion

mechanism

aMUMed an explosion
of the explosion

although

codes [3,17] as Rayleigh-

moving shock at the various chemstages of the progenitor

energy, and then investigated

the envelope of the star. The amount
significant,

cient to explain the extent of the mixing observed

radioactive

of

was rapidly found to be insuffi-

in SN 1987A. Subsequently

Benz [18,19] modeled the evolution of the ejects further iu time to examine
eifects of the 56Ni and ‘Co

star. These

per say, but relied on initial conditions

of the appropriate

shock through

mixing induced by these instabilities,

mov-

of SN 1987A ([12,4]. After SN 1987A, they

have correctly been identified [6] and modeled by two-dimensional
Taylor ( RT) instabilities

the outward

decay. They also examined

Herant and
the dynamical

the importance

of the

progenitor

structure

and dimensionality

[three versus two dimensions J of the calculations

for the mixing.

The main conclusion

was that the obser~.ations

could not be reconciled

with the results

from the simulations

unless a first sound of mixing occured

in the very

early stages of the explosion.

close to the time when nickel is synthesized

nuchmsynthesis.

place to point a finger than to the problematic

mechanism?

.\nd

What

better

thus, the focus came back to the explosion

hope that the late time observations
resolve this enduring

subsequent

pictl re of the phenomenon

treatment.

by }; gradients

symmetry

in the collapsed

of the problem,

shock entropy decreases creating a region unstable

rich fingers picture,

were principally

Smarr et al. [23] investigating
gradient.

to convection

However, all these instabilities

Others

(e.g. Arnett

break in the spherical

and Petschek
the possibility

to a

[8] argued
the post.-

behind the stalled shock,

considered

be convective

in the nixing-length

symmetric

[13], Livio, Buchler

pictu:e

caI]

I)(?

and (.’olgate [25]. and

of low order core overturn

[2]) were certainly

symmetry,

them

instabilities

Burrows

would necessarily

to this trend toward a spherically

found in the work of Colgate

amenable

losses and ixon dissociation,

driven explosion

exception

most imagined

type of framework

that a neutrino

limit. A notable

by

core, and those were later taken up by \Vilson

that. as the bounce shock stalls because of neutrino

in nature.

shaped

it was realized that hydrodynamical

[16] was the first to point out potential

am-l Llayle [31] in the doubly diffusive, neutron

Bethe [7] clearly stated

lead to a thinking

and one wonders how long it would have

S?4 1987A! Although

Epstein

mecha-

of t he collapse of t he core. and

had naturally

on small scales, within a mixing length

one-dimensional
induced

calculations

operendi

would break the spherical

as operating

clues to help

SN 1987A, most of the work m the explosion

This modus

taken to go beyond it without
instabilities

itself. with the

of SN 19i37.A would provide additional

wit h one dimensional

evolution.

a one-dimensional

explosion

problem.

During the 25 years preceding
nism had proceeded

mechanism

by explosive

aware of the potential

hut they did not pursue it in detail.

due to the

Ie;)tOli

for a fundamen[a!

Motivated

mainly by the discrepancy

betw=n

t ~~eobserval

and calculated

‘Gsi ciist ri -

bution in SN 1987A, Herant, Benz, and Colgate [20] modeled a simplified, two-dime. ]siona’
version of a neutrino

driven supernova

(z) strong convective instabilities
shock as material

is heated

explosion.

That study led to severai conclusions:

develop between the neutron

from below by neut rino energy

takes place on large scales and breaks the spherical
vection provides
the neutron

[20] to sp=ulate

that

multidimensional

to this work, Burrows

the decreasing

entlopy

large effects on neutrin
were later confirmed

physics.

in isolation

bounce

from the others

with potentially
Their results

each one was still

using initial conditions

Guided by these numer!cal r=ults,
A supernova

to a hot bath

instabilities.

that were not

Neutrino

is of crucial importance
a new paradigm

to the

for the explo-

(the envelope) is thermally

(the protoneutron

star)

coupled and

by a neutrino

raises the entropy

is replaced by low-entropy

111 that this paradigm

with

is viewed as an open cycle thermodynarmc

matter

heating

in two dimensiom,

of matter

flux, and by
in the vicinity

star until buoyancy carries it to low density, low temperature

at larger radii. This matter
Woeargue in secton

related to

Most recent ly Herant et al, [21] were able to perform compre-

was introduced.

of the protoneutron

et af.

shock. They were able to

had by now clearly been identified,

As in [20], it was found that convection

connected

hydrodynamic

the stalling

and thus on neut rino driven explosions.

engine in which a reservoir of low-entropy
physically

led Herant

the instabilities

of stellar collame and the ensuing explosion

success of the explosion.
sion mechanism

conclusions

by the work of Janka and Miiller [23].

examined

hensive Acu!ations

these t!me

(iii j con-

it from the ~’icir,ity of

develops in a time scale of 10 milliseconds,

minorities,

really always self-consistent.

realistic

sym.rnet ry of the problem.

and Fryxell [9] investigated

most of the instabilitia

numerically

(ii) convection

effects are key to the success of the explosion

profile set behind

show that violent convection

Although

deposition,

an efficient mean to collect energy and transport

star to the shock. Taken together,

Subsequent

star surface and the stalled

duwnflows with negative

yields a robust

and self-regulated

regions
buoyancy.

sollltion

to

the problem of the explosion

mechanism.

.W-nest seven years after the first detection
as harboring

hydrodynamical

image of an expanding
turbulent

instabihties

of 5X 19S7.+. supernovae

at almost every stages of their explosion.

‘-onion-like” layered shell has been abandorined

and mixed picture

are now seen

of the e,jecta. The role of hydrodynamical

for a much more
instabilities

been recognized as important.

if not determining,

as well as in the subsequent

moc!X. ation of the obser ~ables. In this paper.

present

a coherent

picture of the evolution

de’:elopments in supernova

ing the explosion.

of supernovae

which incorporates

we have made extensive

supernovae.

in a logical way most of the important

in sections

Particle

namic instability
illustrate

(SPH)

,+ detailed

method.

with figures obtained

description

using the so-called

We detail the nature

fVe conclude

\Ye also

of the problem.

of the current state of supernova

of all the input

can be found in Herant

in V with a Lrief summary

of each hydrodyexplosion.

from our simulations

our perspective

and discussion

rlerii:al aspects of the simulations
BenzllS.19].

to the

events which occur dur-

and its impact on the overall course of the supernova

‘i’he main goal of this paper is to praent
theory.

the recent

II, 111, and IV, we describe the three, fairly well delineated.

Hydrodynaniics

each instabilities

we try to

use of a flowchart

main epochs of the explosion, which w have modeled in two dimensions
Smooth

has

of successful explosions

theory. in order to provide our readers with a road-map

cor.nplex genesis of core-collapse
(Fig. 1) which integrates

in the inception

“rhe

physics and of all the nu-

et af. [21 ,20]. and Hcrant and

and some comments

about

future

averllles of investigation.

2. Early

Instabilities

Begincing

at the top of the flow-chart (Fig. 1), core collapse starts as pressure support

is lost because electrons

are captured

by ~rotons emitting

.)

neutrinos

and iron ph~totlisi[l-

tegrates

(a~. endothermic

reaction).

The collapse cent inues even t60ugh neutrinos

trapped

in the core since a ~ = 4/3 ratio of specific heat coefficients

‘ the infall. Since the collapse proceeds
formation),

the collapsing

contracting,

subsonic,

region is divided

core, and a mantle

it i=.. As the homologous
Iead to y >2
mantle,

imparted

in an equilibrium

postshock

temperature

falling mantle,
an accretion

infalling at supersonic

energy by the slight rebound

explosion

(nearly

free-fall) veloc-

(p > 10’4 ) nuclear

of the homologous

problem.

Further

by itself, as w-

suggested

absence of rotation,

model.

to investigate

these issu-.

post-bounce.

by the flowchart

Notwithstanding

The situation

unstable

(i

and in
fashiorl

after the shock

regions appear,

develops an intrinsically

from one-dimensional

of the neutrinosphere.

syrn.nvtric

changes dramatically

(Fig. 1). two separate

and from then on, the results

these ef%ts

in a spherically

physical mecming. As we shali see, these two unstab!e
outside

taking place in

oft he collapse, could already lead to

to proceed

which waa until then one-dimensional

character,

believed to be a

However, as pointed out by Ar~et t [1] explosions

the collapse appears

until a few milliseconds

evolution

by the

thus the spherical sy.mrne~ry could already be broken before core bounce.

work is required

st ails. .4s indicated

the

losses. The bounce shock thus quickly stalls and becomes

the infalling oxygen shell -“conds after the beginning
local instabilities,

core as

the iron in the ln-

Up to the stall of the bounce shock the evolution of the core is generally
one-dimensional

forc-

with the supersonic

energy in dissociating

shock. It is unable to trigger an explosion

S-CZ lled prompt

a homologously

The bounce shock moves out but because

is high, the shock loom

and in neutrino

density

picture of star

domains:

.4 ~hock forms at the interface

configuration.

is too s,nall to stop

to the standard

into two distinct

core reaches a supernuclear

and the collapse halts.

and is fllrther

it settles

inside out (similar

become

The

multidimension,d

calculations

regions arc located

loose their

at the edge and

2. I.

1; Gradient

Driven

tnstab~!~ties

“r!le outer edge of the protoneutron
than

the inside because

it can almost

negative Iepton abundance

gradient

In essence. this situation

driven by differences
instability

r -- 40 km) is duleptonized

freel~ radiate

which is unstable

neutrinos

much more rapitlly

away. This results

is analogous

in molecular

can be stabilized

in character

weight (as opposed

by a positive entropy

in a

under the action of the gravitational

star ; this comes from PI x }~4’3 in some regimes.

fielti of the protoneutron
details).

star

to Rayleigh-Taylor

to entropy).

gradient.

se

[16] for

instabilities

To some extent

Ihe

but as shown by Wilson and

\laYle [31], this would still lead to a so-called doubly diffusive instability.
The Iepton-driven

instability.

fined to the relatively
suddenly

which develops over a timescale

nariow range of radii where the neutrino

to macroscopic

lengths.

of about

mean free path increases

.% a result. the Ilnstable region is only 13 km wide and

is located at a radius of ~bout 40 km (Fig. 2). !%”cause of this relatively
the number of convective

tion, the intensity
1000 km s-’.
is probably

large aspect ratio.

cells is not as small as in entropy driven convection

~ .5 i I a 90° two-dimensional

cylindrical

of the convection

while at other

10 ms. is con-

geometry

is -:ariable reaching

times, the velotity

due to the fact that

calculation.

it sensitively

depends

below I:

“1’hroughout the simula-

maximal

can decrease

(s-

turn-over

‘.’elocitim of

below 1000 km s-’.

“rhis

on the specifics of the neutrino

transport.
The main impact

of the !cpton-drive~

nositv. from the protommtron
motions of the matter

is much more efficient at transporting

the core. Some (Burrows

the neutrino

luminosity

itself is sufficient

is to boost the early neutrino

star. This occurs because the advection

sion through

that a higher neutrino

instability

to guarantee

by Ihe

than simple ditfl]-

mainly [11] [10]) have argued that this increase it]

is the key to successful supernova
luminosity

neutrinos

of neutrinos

lun~i-

favors explosions,

Although

it is clvar

we do not believe that this factor in

robust and seld-regulated

7

explosions.

explosions.

This can be llnder-

stood in the following way. Even with an enhanced
neutrino

luminosity.

the timescale

for a

driven explcuion remains much longer than the sound crossing time. If there were

no further

instabilities.

the system wcwld equilibrate

an emis.ion-~bsorption
explosion

therefore

emission

radia~ive equilibrium

of explosion

and tend to come to

neutrino

would have to result from small differences

between

supernovae

to tbe details of the physical conditions
explosions

energy observed

arc rcbust

clearly indicates.

should reflect these properties
parameters

hydrostatically

with the additional

which are sensitive

In our minds,

and should be rather unsensitive

absorption

as the narrow
explosion

.%
and

of the problem

and self-regulated
Thus, any proposed

luminosity.

[1 I ].
range

mechanism

to changes in the physical

of the models. .+ test that no models have yet been truly able to pass.

.2.2. Instabilities

Associated

The ir.stability

with the Stalling

due to the stalling

instab~.lity (r * 50gradient

entropy

increment

without

any neutrino

motions

as the high entropy

neutron

star, rises through

it imparts

smaller

this entropy
material

out than the lepton-driven

entropy

and smaller

profile rapidly

lncated

lower entropy

present

material

in the supernova

gradient.

At first. this

contributes

.’act. despite

its apparent

violence.

development

of the explosion

of the potential

Even

well of the

optical

prompt
depth

the

At this early time.

motions seeu around

100 km are

shock.
to neutrinos

is quite

to the iucrease of the ear!y neutrino

the main effect of this instability

is essentially

out in radius.

the

10 MS) leads to convective

at 15 MS past bounce.

were tl,

only marginally

further

above it [9]. Figure 3 illustrates

profile set by the stalling

at a radius

(z

at the bottom

is still negligible and ali the convective

it is located

this instability

becomes

heating

due to the negative entropy
Because

shock deve!ops further

is due to the stall of the bounce shock [8]; as the shock weakens.

con”~ective patterns
heating

Shock

150 km) and is driven by a negative

negative

neutrino

neutrino

low.

flux. In

in the subsequent

the seeding of the next round of instability ies

due to neutrino

heating of the bottom

by allowing low entropy material
early on, this instability
critical

in generating

3. The

Convective

heated

to be In ttw immediate

robust and =! f-regulated

one seeding

and the negative entropy

the supernova

discussed

above, neutrino

profile is maintaind

above w.lich neutrino

heating

au the material
heating

is now

is greater

than

between the neu; ron star surface and the stalled sl,ock. .+s
switches smoothly

between the two instabilities.

the next. Already 25 ms after the core bounce. convection

and energy is slowly being accumulated
Figure

engine which i~

explosions.

of the early convection

cooling) is established

a consequence,

thermodynamic

star

Engine

from below. .4 gain radius (radius

neutrino

vicini’y of the p-oto-neutron

sets up an efficient convective

Soon after the beginning
becomes important

of I he envelope. As we shall se in the nt’xr ..t~,lloli.

4 sh~ws a plot of velocity

the earlier

is fully developed

inside the enve!ope.
vectors aL 50 ms after bounce.

As see~ frorr, t his

Figure, the mode number of the inst ability tends to be smail. starting

out at 2-4 cells in

the 90° wedge covered by our comput at ions and decreasing
as time goes on. This can be understood
r-] in the convective

preserving

[14] because. to first order. the density scales as

regiou. Consequently

size (with Y = 4/3) proportionally
transformation

huhble can rise through

a bubble rising in such a medium

to the radius. thus conserving

will be entropy

Helmoltz shear instabilities

to one inflow and one outflow

conserving

provided

j is exceeded by the expansion

t.~~nvective flows take place without
b[;undat l~s: the inner boundary

breaking-up

l]eut rino !iekis. whereas the outer boundary

entrainment

(by Keli in-

As a result, the

fragmenting.

or eddy stacking

lies where the matter

between

Therefore

the

two natural

begins to be decoupled

is set by the position of the shock.

3

in

its shape. Such a shape

of the bubble,

many pressure scale heights without

expands

from the

One shoula also ao:z that once a parcel ~f matter
neutron

star md ejected by buo ancy.

has been heated in the vicinity of the

it does not :ome back down unless it is displaced

by matter of st ill higher ent ropy. This assumes that the parcel never Iosei its hlqh entropy.
kause

the fractional

entrainment

of the rising bubbles
neutrino

reducm

their temperature

ercdssions. As long as the explosion

infinite supply of unheated,
that sense. the entropy

sufficiently

to minimize

matter

buoyed away. In

of as an ‘“ove:turn” which takes
convection

in which a parcel of

several times.

uf time which vari-

depending

m the progenitors

anc the cietails (If

the physics, but which is always ‘Jf order 50-100 MS after the bounce,
up in the convective

region a~d the thinning

cf the infalling envdope

decisively move forward. As the shock propagatea
as i; encounters

decreasingly

dense material

bounce. the shock is located about
significant

velocities (comparable

o~tward,

the energy buildallows the shock to

its progression

becomes easier.

with slower infall velocity. By 100 rns afts] the

1000 km above the neutron

star and is able to impart

to or iarger t haL escape velocity) to the infalling matter.

This effect coupled with the strong dec. ease of effective gravity, considerably
timescale

for mass supply

Bv. 200 MS after bounce.
obt~iiled

producing

the protoneutrm

losses in

there is a nearly

which rep!aces matttr

can b thcught

expansion

energy

is not decisively successful.

to the case of t he Iepton-driven

may cycle through

.After an amount

low-entropy

driven convection

place just once. contrary
ma:ter

is small as !: rises. and in additi~rt adiabatic

to the convective
a successful

s supernova,

engine operating

explosion

independently

next t

increases the

the neut-. on star.

of energy larger than one foe has been
of further

events in the neighborhood

of

star.

J. 1. How the Convective

Following Herant

Engine

Prvdvces

an Ezplosion

et al. [21], we view a SUFernova as an open cycle thermodynamic

gine in which a reservoir of low-entropy

matter

10

(tne envelope)

is thevmally

coupled

~nand

physically

mmn=ted

hydrodynamic

to a hot bath !the prolcmeutron

instability ies. In essence. ~ L-arnot cycle is established

a!’mvs out.of-equilibrium
nereby extracting
The supernova

heat transfer

mechanical

driving low entropy

engine is efficient for two reasons.
is limited

because of the large temperature

contrast

P d~’ integration

between

over the convective

be * 4 foes per M ~ involved.
rising neutrino-heated
minimizing

high-entropy

the losses due to ❑eutrino

.% indicated
matter

efficimcy

The ideal Carnot

coilapse.
is hir,h be-

etiiciency

the surface of the protoneut
which is relatively

cycle. we ~timate

convection.

bubbles.

by gravitational

and

is high
ron Star

small).

By

the energy depositicm

to

by keeping the temperature

allows the storage of internal

low in

energy while

emission.

by the flowchart \ Fig. 1), the convective engine is supplied with Iow-entro?y

until an explosion

tains a significant
an explosion.

Further.

to higher -ntropy

by the rapid rise and shape-preserving

and the envelope at larger radii i,in spite of shock heating
direct

flux. and b}”

in which ccm~.ection

The mechanical

in a p x r-3 atrwsphere.

of the bubbles

matter

energ.v from the heat generated

cause mixing during the ilea~ txchange
expansion

star I by a neutrino

neutrirn

has been obtained.
luminosity

Thus convection

Indeed, since the protoneutron

for severs.i seconds, there is ample time to develop

continues

to build Ilp energy exterior

until the en~’elope is expelled and therefore

uncoupled

star ) and the energy input ceases. This paradigm
OVC:previous treatments.

star main-

jut relies on compellingly

ments. It provides a robust and self-regulated

star

from the heat source ( the neutron

does not invoke new or modified physics
straightforward

explosion

n-xchanism

\’;hich is effective under a wide range of physical p~rarlleters.

11

to the neutron

thermodynamic

argu-

to pow e: supernovae

4. Late-Time

Instabilities

The unexpected

early detection

first seen) of X-rays

in mid-August

from SN 1987A by the Ginga

stat ion [29, 15] and later of y-rays [26] triggered
supernova

explosions.

indeed predicted
the explosion,

All canonical

when the expansion

a flurry of multidimensional

would be brought

studies

factor had become” large enough for the optical

of

depth

could only be explained

of mixing had taken place during the explosion.

which later decays to 56C0, the emitter

the first mechanism

in a smaller optical depth.

Thus,

of the high energy photons,

closer to ~he surface of the ejects (and hydrogen

toward the center) resulting

would be mixed down

As mentioned

in the Introduction,

which was invoked to provide such mixing was the action of Rayleigh-

Taylor {RT) instabilities

at the chemical interfaces

of the supernova

}Iultidimensional

calculations

by the RT instabilities,

but that

by themselves.

due to the local deposition
eject a wti still optically

(He/O and H/He) which occur during

blast wave through

the envelope.

[3,1 7] showed that

the ejects

Having exhausted
lead to the synthesis

It was then hoped that the expansion
of radioactive

all these alternatives
of ‘Ni

during

to explain

the

caused by the heating

decay energy during the first weeks (when the

thick) would drive 56Ni (and therefore

that the convection

result in an extensive

of SN 1987A was mixed

those did not involve 5oNi sufficiently

ejects. Once again, this effect was found insufficient[19]

[i9] suggested

space

models in fsshion at the time (see [19] for a review)

was rapidly reached that the observations

that a large amount

t be radiop,ct ive ‘Ni

observations

and the Kvant-.Mir

cobalt to be small enough.

A general consensus

the propagation

satellite

after SN 1987A was

that these high energy Fhotons would only be seen a50ut one year after

to the radioactive

by assuming

1987 (six months

56CO) further

to account for the observations.

forced a reexamination

of the conditions

the first phase of the explosion.

associated

out in the

with the explosion

Herant

mechanism

and Benz
itself would

mixing of the inner metal core and thus allow the subsequent

12

which

RT

instabilities

to cany

some nickel furtiler

other hand, suggested

that explosions

only result in the production

Having described

the circuitous

pr~entation

~. 1. Rayleigh-

Taylor

so that

have provided

historical

distribution

mechanism,

it propagates

the hydrodgen

between

through

the obser-

the density

tends

denser material

words, low-density

to the ejects

1:1

jumps

at

to have a density

as it encounters

the

density

when it plows through

in density power laws [27.22]).
behind

feels an acceleration
material

profi Ie

to different

He/H) and sets up decreasing

On the other hand, the shock decelerates

has to be communicated

waves, and consequently,

the envelope

corresponding

envelope

envelope (see Sedov’s results for blastwaves

or in other

on the

we now proceed with a more detailed

than r- 3. As a result, the shock accelerates

profiles at those locations.

material,

clues on

shells lead to the existe~.ce of density

of the shells. Moreover,

This slow-down

that observations

Instabilities

sharp drops in density at the shell interfaces (0/He.

the hydrogen

in

instabilities.

of various chemical

shallower

both

developments

and physical connections

in the envelope is roughly a r‘3 overall, the different entropies

the interfacm

calculations).

important

oi the star and only reaches the surface several hours later. Although

histories

that

above.

Once a successful explosion shock haa been initiated,

burning

on the

we have included

and led in part to the important

the explosion

of the late-time

by detailed

(Fig. 1). It is however remarkable

which have discussed

vat ions of SN 1987A ad

question,

days after the explosion

the early phases of the evolution,
explosion mechanism

communication)

(this has yet to be confirmed

explosions

of the ejects several hundred

(private

in the oxygen shell during core collapse would not

is corre@ is a pending

our flowchart of supernova

Arnett

of some nickel but also leave behind large fl~ctuations

could seed the later instabilities
Which explanation

out.

the shock by pressure

pushing it into low-density

haa to support

high density

material.

This leads to a classical

Rayleigh-Taylor

instability

at the interfaces

between

shells and

thus to mixing.
Figure4

shows the result of a t-dimensional

400 minutes

into the explosion,

the driving

force of the instability

were obtained
provided

by generating

by K. Nomoto.

300 seconds,

of a supernova

explosion

from the star.

and after

after the shock has emer=ed
haa ceased. The initial

an artifical expiosion

conditions

in a realistic

for the simulation

Progenitor

The model was evolved in a onedimensional

at which time it waa mapped

Figure 4 reveals that although
nickel which w~” assumed

extensive

to be initially

created by explosive nuclewynthesis,

into the tw-dimensional
mixing h= occured

located

for SN 1987A

code for the first
code. Inspection

at the shell interfaces,

at the bottom

of the ejects.

of
the

where it is

has not been carried far out in the envelope. This led

to the speculation[19]

that prenuxing

explosion

or by Arnett’s

mechanism,

calculation

in the early ph=

of the explosion

(either

by th

flashes in the oxygen shell) had to bring the nickel

closer to the regions of RT instabilities,

thus allowing it to be mixed further

out in the

ejects.
It is also noteworthy
perturbations
simulations.

that in order to get mixing of the magnitude

of at least 5% are required
Colgate,

Herant and Benz ~14] have shown that

growth of the RT instability

the origin of th~

and/or

explosions

perturbations

are required

for the

classicnl Type II plateau supernovae,

regime as is necessary

to seed Lhe instability.

Here again,

in the oxygen shell have hewn invoked to explain

(see flowchart,

of SN 1987A bem a rcxi (instead

supergiants,

the time available

in order to reach the non-linear

mixing, large perturbations

the earlier conv~ticm

of the two-dimensional

only allows a few e-foldings. because the shock emerges from

the star quickly. Consequently,
for extensive

in the initial conditions

shown on Figure 4.

Fig. 1). Interestingly,

of blue) supergiant
the situation

as is thought

had the progenitor
to be the ciue for

would have been quite different.

In red

the extent of the hydrogen envelope is such that the shock emerges only after

a time -day(s),

thereby providing

a driving force for the RT instabilities

11

for a prolonged

period.

In those supernovae,

fully non-linear

4.2.

RT instabilities

grow from infinitesimal

decag

During the first few weeks that follow the explosion,

the energy release associated

decay of nickel into cobalt and the subsequent

(with respective
ejects

to a

regime[22].

Radioactive

the radioactive

perturbations

half-lives

is still dense enough

was conjectured
to the expansion

6.1 and 77.8 days),
to be optically

that additional
connected

decay of cobalt

locally heats

thick to gamma

the material,

wit h

into irol,

because

rays. For a short

the

period,

it

mixing of nickel further out in the ejects might occur due

with the radioactive

Woosley [33], that the specific energy liberated

heating.

Indeed, it was pointed

out by

in these decays is of the same order as the

kinetic energy of the flow itself.
Figure 5 shows the structure

of the ejects 90 days into the explosion.

Figure 4 n .akes it clear that the release of radioactive
nickel much furt~er out in the ejects. Rather,

A comparison

with

energy does not succeed in mixing

the expansion

has made the nickel flow back

into the inner regions, creatirig a giant hot bubble in the cemt.er. “rhe expansion

crushes

part of the RT fingers into small overdense

*nuggets” of hydrogen,

combination

most of the volume, However, because nickel

of them, with nickel occupying

was not mixed very far out, these nuggets
speculate

helium or metals or a

are confined to the central

regions only. We

that had the mixing be sufficient, nuggets would be found much further out with

nickel filling most of the available volume as is indicated

by the analysis of observational

data from SN 1987A by Li, McCray and Sunyaev [24].
The simulation

wao performed

with the assu.nption

posited

locally, i!l the nickel, in the form of heat.

amount

of the time covered by the calculation,

that the radioactive
Although

the assumption

end (after most of the energy has been released anyway)
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this is correct

energy is defor a large

breaks down toward th~

as the expansion

of the ejert,a

makes it optically
the radioactive
the evolution

thin. If anything,

energy input.

the calculation

.Mt bough the radioactive

of the structure

Gf the remnant,

which were discussed

overestimates

the effects of

decays are clearly important

for

they can be ruled out as the main cause

for the mixing of nickel far out into the ejects,
instabilities

therefore

thus once again pointing

to the early

above (Fig. 1).

5. Conclusions

Since SN 1987A, multidimensional
an accelerated
instabilities

in supernovae.

explosions

From core collapse to about

haa proceeded

in the collapsing

oxygen shell; (t = 10 ms) Ye gradient
star; (t = 15 ms) unstable

bounce shock, (t s 25-. ’90 ms) convection
engine; (t x hours) RT instabilities
of tile shock through

entropy

at

occur

(t x –100 ms) possible
driven instability

gradient

driven by neutrino

at the

set by the stalling

heating

- the convective

at the chemical shell interfaces due to the propagation

the envelope; (t x weeks) expansion

energy input from the decay of ‘Ni

1), all these events are intercmmected
has permitted

100 days later, instabilities

In succession we have (t = Oat core bounce):

edge of the protoneutron

radioactive

of supernova

pace. In this paper, we have tried to present an overview of hydrodynarnical

almost continuously.
explosions

modeling

late time observations

of a hot nickel bubble due to the

and ‘Co.

As the flowchart

shows ( Fig.

and one stage influences the next. Conversely,
of SN 1987A to provide clues about

this

the first stages

of the explosion.
Emerging

from. this numerical

scales, and tLue onedimensional
well. In retrospect,
supernova

explosion

did not capture

work is that
models cannot

these instabilities
account

for their dynamical

we believe that a lot of the controversy
mechanism

probably

stemmed

the essence of the phenomenon

tend to occur on large

surrounding

importance

the work on the

from the use of numerical

tools that

because they assumed spherical symmetry.

Since onedimensiond
of artificial

codmcan

prescriptions,

to different. sometime
Instabilities
probably

different

responsible

within

hydrodynamic

implementations

questionable,

occurring

a quasi-static,

onlyhandle

instability=

through

of these numerical

r=ipes

the first 100-200 milliseconds

emission-absorption

equilibriuin,

following core bounce are

By taking

these particular

the

of the nuclear

and

neutrino

physics. Explosions

therefore occur over a wide range of physically

protoneutron

star, th~e

matically
radiate

cutting

instabilities

away in neutrinos.

Instabilities

oth{ r paradigm

of supernova

that guarantees

For practical
explosion.

reasons,

Although

in isolation,

explosions

achieve naturally

approach,

magnitude.

lead to erroneous

conclusions,

which follow the supernova

modeling of a supernova

of muitimensional

instabi~!ties

pursued

hydrodynamics

17

associated

from collapse to remnant

vigorously

Iiectmt

from the onset of core col-

after bounce are a step in the direction
artifacts

it lacks

for instabilities

is lost, but also the proper initial conditions.

free from the numerical

but currently

no

and self-regulated

the first one seeding the next, and so on. lily studying

milliseconds

what

to date have focused on specific stages of the

and could potentially

However, the seamless

Other aspects

until the supply of

so far: a robust

explosions of the appropriate

simulationG[21]

still to be attained,

bouyant eddies to rise before they

therefore

has provided

most simulations

lapse to to several hundred
comprehensive

of the

efficiency while dra-

This process continues

following core bounce

not the global picture

multidimensional

to the vicinity

this allows to gain insight into some aspects of the problem,

in comprehensiveness
feed on each other,

sensible input

down toward the neutron star dwindles, as a successful explosion

brought

gets underway.

mechanism

material

ensure a high energy deposition

down losses by allowing high entrop},

their energy content

new material

to the fine-tuning

render

explosions

cold, low-entropy

away from

instabilities

powered supernova

by supplying

insensitive

the system

neutrino

Furthermore,

have lead

answers.

for the success of the explosions.

parameters.

the use

of a more

with remapping.
is an objective

by ~everal groups.
in supernovae

promise to prment

im-

port ant challenges

for years to come. So far most simulations

dimensions

than three for practical

rather

main features

of the instabilities

to be checked.

In this paper,

ter a successful explosion
material

from the ejects

of importance
the remnant

computing

will be preserved

reasons.

It is probable

falls back on the protoGeutron

for issues such as r-process
into the interstellar

objective

of supernova

remnants

for which spatially

medium

radiative

multidimensional

will certainly

the protoneutron

that a significant

[32]. Finally,

hydrodynamics

resolved observations

amount

of

instabilities

in addition

ejects.

is to connect

star af-

the expansion

trigger instabilities

cooling of the now transparent

the

[19], this needs

star, with potential

nucleosynthesis

in two

While we expect that

in three dimensions

we have ignored events around

has been launched.

those due to the non-uniform

have been performed

of
to

A long term

the structure

are available to the explosion

of

process.
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Captions

Figure

1. Schematic

of the most important

events ailecting a superrmva explosion

during its first 90 days.
Figure

2. Yegradient

driven convection

15 ms after core bounce (25 MAot
Figure

3. Entropy

progenitor).

This convection

the stalling

prompt

colored according
Figure

4. Neutrino
material

mode possible.

is supplied

5. Rayleigh-Taylol

bounce

entropy

star

to Ye.

(25 J1.odot

profile left behind
are

to the vicinity ~f the neutron

Notice

that

the convetive

are colored according
instabilities

[n this plot blue is hydrogen,

6. Structure

50 ms after bounce (25 ,M_odot progenitor).

Three instabilities

behind
r-ult

mode has reduced

an

to the

LOentropy.
the outward

in extensive

moving

shock 400

but macroscopic

mixing

is 2 x 107 km.

of the ejects 90 days after the explosion.
the structure

into small nuggets and nickel decay products

star ensuring

green is helium, yellow are metals and red is

the large tickmarks

and cobalt decay have modified

same meaning

15 rns after

due to the inverted

driven convection

Particles

nickel. The interval betwmn
Figure

is entirely

engine.

minutes after the explosion.
of the ejects.

driven convection

are colored according

shock. Notice the Ye-driven con .wction at smaller radii. Particl~

efficient t hermodynrnhd

Figure

gradient

Particles

neutron

to entropy.

Cold, low entropy

minimum

p: ~jenitor).

at the edge of the nascent

of the ejects.

Fingers

Notice how nickel
have been crunched

occupy most of the volume. Ccdors have the

as in Fig. 5. The interval between the large tickmarks

is 1010 km
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